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insect

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.

wolf

scientist

hut
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1. Legrand showed me his new _________________________.   
It was shiny gold!

2. Legrand showed me a piece of parchment.   
Parchment is the skin of a sheep or _________________________.

bird

goat

book

cow

bug

snake

island

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.

wolf

scientist
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1. Legrand showed me his new _________________________.   
“I call it the gold bug!” he said.

2. “That bug bit him,” said Jupiter.   
“Now, he only thinks about _________________________.”

3. “I also found this,” said Legrand.   
“It’s a piece of parchment.”   
“It’s made from the skin of a _________________________.”

4. I held the parchment near the _________________________.   
It was blank on both sides.   
There was no writing on it at all.

bird

gold

goat

dog

book

birds

cow

lamp

bug

books

snake

fire
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island

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.

wolf

scientist

insect

hut

5. The next day, Jupiter came to see me.   
“Legrand is gone,” he said.   
“He took Wolf and the _________________________.”

money gold bug book
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A few days later, Jupiter was pounding on my door.  He was shouting  

at _________________________.  “I knew it!  I __________________ it!” he yelled. 

“What’s the _________________________, Jupiter?” I asked.

“Legrand is __________________,” Jupiter shouted.  “He’s been gone  

all ___________________ long.  Wolf and the gold _______________ are gone, too.” 

“Maybe Legrand couldn’t ____________________,” I said.  “Maybe he just  

went for a __________________.”

“No!” said Jupiter.  “It’s that __________________ bug.  The bite from  

that _______________ made him crazy.”

my        Legrand        me know       lost       knew

matter        time        mother

ride        want        walk

blue        gold        good

coin       bag       bug

dog       big       bug

night        might        day

goat       gone       lost

eat        sleep        sleeve
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_____  blank

_____  insects

_____  evening

_____  chest 

_____  pound

_____  scientist

_____  hut

_____  island 
 

_____  parchment

_____  wolf

1. a person who studies things carefully

2. a wild animal that looks like a large dog

3. land that has water all around it

4. You can write on _______________________.   
It is stronger than paper and will last a long time.

5. a small house with only one or two rooms

6. the time of day before you go to bed

7. Your heart is inside your _______________________.

8. Everone in class wrote about the field trip.   
    Jeff didn’t write anything.  His paper  
    was _______________________.

9. hit hard against something

10. All _______________________ have six legs.

Vocabulary: Match the word and the definition.
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A few days later, I woke up and heard Jupiter pounding on my door.   

He was shouting at _______________________.

“I knew it!  I _________________ it!” he yelled.  

“What’s the _______________________, Jupiter?” I asked.

“Legrand is _________________,” Jupiter shouted.  “He’s been _________________  

all night long.  Wolf is _______________________ gone.  And so is that  

gold _________________.” 

“Maybe Legrand couldn’t __________________,” I said.  “Maybe he just took  

a long _________________.”

“No!” said Jupiter.  “It’s _____________ because of the gold bug.   

The __________________ from that bug has made him _____________________.” 

I went back to the _________________ with Jupiter.  Legrand was _______________ 

there.  “If he isn’t ___________________ in one hour, we will call the police,” I said.

my        Legrand        me

lost       knew       know

coin       bug       bag

sleep       eat       sleeve

home       our       ourgone       goat       lost

matter        time        mother

not        also        almost

ride        want        walk

not       ill       all

bite        touch        bit creepy        crazy        happy

boat        hat        hut still       nut       not

bark       asleep       back
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_____  island

_____  scientist

_____  pound

_____  blank

_____  coast 

_____  chest

_____  hut

_____  rare

_____  wolf

_____  evening

_____  insects 

_____  parchment

1. land that is next to the sea

2. a small house with only one or two rooms

3. a wild animal that looks like a large dog

4. the time of day before you go to bed 

5. Tom collects _______________________ coins.   
    One of the coins is 300 years old!

6. a person who studies things carefully

7. hit hard against something 

8. land that has water all around it

9. All _______________________ have six legs.

10. Your heart is inside your _______________________.

11. You can write on _______________________.   
      It is stronger than paper and will last a long time.

12. Everyone in class wrote about the field trip.   
      Jeff didn’t write anything.  His paper  
      was _______________________.

Vocabulary: Match the word and the definition.
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map

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.

pirate

skull

treasure
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1. The map showed a tree.   
Jupiter climbed the _________________________.

2. Legrand opened the treasure chest.   
The chest was full of _________________________.

mountain

guns

tree

bones

ladder

gold

map

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.

shovel

skull
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1. Legrand had a _________________________.   
We rowed the boat for an hour.

2. Legrand looked at his map.   
He pointed to a tall _________________________.

3. He asked Jupiter to climb the _________________________.   
“Climb to the seventh branch,” said Legrand.

4. Jupiter climbed to the seventh branch.   
Just then, Jupiter yelled.   
“There is a _________________________ up here!”

car

mountain

tree

skull

horse

tree

ladder

snake

boat

ship

mountain

cat
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map

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.

goat

pirate

treasure

skeleton

5. We began to dig.   
After an hour, we hit something!   
There were _________________________ in the hole!

guns bottles skeletons
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Legrand handed Jupiter a long string.  The gold bug was ____________________ 

to one end of the ____________________.  Jupiter climbed to the  

_____________________ branch.  “I’m here,” he said.  “__________________ what?”

“Crawl out on that ________________________,” said Legrand.  “And don’t  

be __________________ of anything you __________________.”

Just then, Jupiter yelled.  “There is a __________________ up here!  I am up here 

with a __________________ man’s head!”

“Don’t ____________________,” said Legrand.  “He’s been dead for over  

100 years.”

string       sting       stick

first       seventh       several That’s       New       Now

dead       big       deaf

laugh       worry       hurry

hear       seed       seeafraid       glad       after

skeleton        branch        bunch

snake       skull       skill

tired        glued        tied
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_____  secret 

_____  pirates 

_____  copy

_____  branch

_____  caught

_____  skeleton 

_____  chest 

_____  kid

_____  shovel 

_____  skull

1. My teacher liked my poem.  She gave  
    a _______________________ to everyone in my class.

2. A large _______________________ fell from the tree.   
    It broke the window of our car.

3. sailors who attack other ships and steal things

4. a tool for digging

5. a small, young goat

6. Your _______________________ is made of bone.   
    It protects your brain.

7. Tim went fishing yesterday.   
    He _______________________ ten fish!

8 the bones of a body

9. We opened the big, wooden _______________________.   
    We found old newspapers inside.

10. Don’t tell anyone!  Let’s keep  
      it a _______________________.

Vocabulary: Match the word and the definition.
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Legrand took out his map.  He pointed to a _______________, old tree.   

He asked Jupiter, “________________ you climb up that ________________?”

“I’m still the ____________________ tree climber there is,”  

_______________________ said.  

“Can you climb up to the ________________________ branch?” Legrand asked.

“____________________,” Jupiter said.

Legrand handed Jupiter a _________________ string.  The gold bug  

was __________________ to one end of the ___________________.  Jupiter got up  

to the seventh ___________________________.  “I’m here,” he said.   

“__________________ what?”

“Now crawl ________________ on the branch,” said Legrand.  “And don’t  

be ____________________, no matter what you ____________________.”

Just then, Jupiter yelled.  “There is a skull up here!  I am up here with a dead 

man’s head!”

Did       Can’t       Can tree       treat       rock

worst        bust        best

Janitor        Jupiter        I

short       long       loud

glued        tied        tired

broken        several        seventh

string        stick        sting

Sure        Maybe        Share

dead       tall       tell

skeleton        brain        branch

New       Now       That’s

our       out       fast

quiet        after        afraid see       seed       think
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_____  pirates 

_____  reason

_____  copy

_____  branch

_____  drawing 

_____  lantern 

_____  chest 

_____  shovel

_____  secret 

_____  skeleton 

_____  kid 

_____  skull

1. Your _______________________ is made of bone.   
    It protects your brain.

2. a small, young goat

3. a tool for digging

4. sailors who attack other ships and steal things 

5. A large _______________________ fell from the tree.   
    It broke the window of our car.

6. Don’t tell anyone!  Let’s keep  
    it a _______________________.

7. Jack had a good _______________________ for being  
    late.  His car had a flat tire!

8. the bones of a body

9. We opened the big, wooden _______________________.   
    We found old newspapers inside.

10. In art class, we each made  
      a _______________________ of an animal.

11. My teacher liked my poem.  She gave  
      a _______________________ to everyone in my class.

12. a lamp with a handle and sides made of glass

Vocabulary: Match the word and the definition.


